?0. Introduction. The standard classes of a first-order theory T are certain classes of prenex T-sentences defined by restrictions on prefix, number of monadic, dyadic, etc. predicate variables, and number of monadic, dyadic, etc. operation variables. In [3] it is shown that, for any theory T, (1) the decision problem for any class of prenex T-sentences specified by such restrictions reduces to that for the standard classes, and (2) there are finitely many standard classes K1, * *., Kn such that any undecidable standard class contains one of K1, K. These results give direction to the study of the decision problem.
Below T is predicate logic with identity and operation variables. The Main Theorem solves the decision problem for the standard classes admitting at least one operation variable. ?1. Standard classes. From now on we restrict the terms "formula" and " sentence" to formulas and sentences in the language of first-order predicate logic including identity and operation variables. A prefix is a word in the alphabet 0 ... ), and (0, 1, 0, 0,. ..), respectively. We say that a class K of formulas is decidable if both satisfiability and finite satisfiability (that is, satisfiability in a finite model) are decidable for formulas in K. K is conservative [8] if there exists an algorithm a. '> a' which associates a formula a' E K with each formula a in such a way that a is satisfiable (finitely satisfiable) iff a' is so. We say that a is an infinity axiom if it has only infinite models.
Let + 1), g(a, n) = (ga, 0), h(a, n) = (ha, 0) . Q.E.D.
